
Year 3 
Online learning 

Week commencing 29th June 2020



We are still missing you all!!

I hope you have all been working very hard 

this week and doing the best you can!!  

It has been great to chat to so many of you 

on Google Classroom – I hope you are still 

trying to get as many of our class signed up 

so we are the first full class using it!!



Remember to stay safe and we will 

hopefully see all your smiling faces very 

soon

Love Mrs Ross, Mrs Martin and Mrs 

Maxwell



MATHS

We are going to continue to recap on time 

this week, so make sure you are 

concentrating and using the slides to 

remind you how to tell the time!



Lesson 1























Using the information 

you have just learnt, 

complete the following 

questions.













Lesson 2



Time

Finding the duration
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Using the information 

you have just learnt, 

complete the following 

questions.















Lesson 3



Time

Comparing Duration
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Using the information 

you have just learnt, 

complete the following 

questions.











Lesson 4



Finding start and 

end times

















Using the information 

you have just learnt, 

complete the following 

questions.















Lesson 5



Measuring time in 

seconds

















Using the information 

you have just learnt, 

complete the following 

questions.













ENGLISH



Stage: List:

Words with the /s/ sound spelled ’sc’ which is Latin in its origin. 

3 28



Spellings 1st Attempt 2nd Attempt 3rd Attempt 4th Attempt 5th Attempt

science

scene

discipline

fascinate

crescent

scissors

ascend

scented

scenery

descend

Stage: 3 Words with the /s/ sound spelt ’sc’ which is Latin in its origin. 

Name:List: 28



Stage: 

List: 

Spellings

3

28

Words with the /s/ sound spelled ’sc’ which is Latin in its origin. 

Introduction Words with the /s/ sound spelt ’sc’ are Latin in origin. Can children think of 
any?

Main Teaching 
Activity 

Get children to come up and highlight the /s/ sound in each word. 

Discuss how the ‘sc’ spelling is usually in the middle or at the beginning of 
words. It is rarely at the end.

Independent 
Activity

Use the power point slide and get children to use dictionaries to look up 
what each of the words means. Get them to copy down the definition for 
the 5 they like most!

To extend children you can ask them to write some sentences containing 
the words.

Spellings

science

scene

discipline

fascinate

crescent

scissors

ascend

scented

scenery

descend



Spellings

Stage: 3 Words with the /s/ sound spelled ’sc’ which is Latin in its origin. 

List: 28

Your word Your definition

Use a dictionary to find out what your spellings mean.  
Create your own definition for 5 of your words. 

science

scene

discipline

fascinate

crescent

scissors

ascend

scented

scenery

descend



Spellings

science

scene

discipline

fascinate

crescent

scissors

ascend

scented

scenery

descend

Stage: 3 Words with the /s/ sound spelt ’sc’ which is Latin in its origin. 

Name:List: 28

scene screen escape scorned

scissors science discipline describe

scented discuss muscle descend

scent ascend fascinate abscess

scythe ascent scenery crescent

Ask someone to time you. Can you find your spellings hidden in the grid? How long did it take? Try it 
again and improve your speed!



Spellings

science

scene

discipline

fascinate

crescent

scissors

ascend

scented

scenery

descend

Stage: 3 Words with the /s/ sound spelt ’sc’ which is Latin in its origin. 

Answers: List: 28

scene screen escape scorned

scissors science discipline describe

scented discuss muscle descend

scent ascend fascinate abscess

scythe ascent scenery crescent

Ask someone to time you. Can you find your spellings hidden in the grid? How long did it take? Try it 
again and improve your speed!



Something to read and 
share.
Please use the below to 
support learning.

https://soundcloud.com/talkforwriting/stone-trolls/s-bGWn1yz5NrI

https://soundcloud.com/talkforwriting/stone-trolls/s-bGWn1yz5NrI


On the southern coast of Iceland, near the small village 
of Vik, there once lived a band of trolls. They were 
huge, ugly creatures who were feared by humans and 
hid away underground in the dark caves of the nearby 
ice covered volcano. 

All trolls knew that if they ever got caught outside in 
the daylight, they would immediately be turned to 
stone. So, each night, under the cover of darkness, 
they would venture outside to hunt and fish. 

The Stone Trolls 



One stormy night, two mischievous trolls called 
Skess and Landra perched together on the craggy 
cliff, watching. Below, the sea bubbled and 
foamed. 
Above, the full moon glared down, casting a long 
shadow across the ebony beach. 
In the distance, they could hear the low rumble of 
other trolls, feasting on their hoard of freshly 
caught fish. 



Suddenly, Skess jumped up, pointed at the 
horizon and roared. 
“Landra, look, a three-masted ship. I think it’s in 
trouble!” 
Landra followed his gaze and stared at the 
magnificent ship, pitching and rolling on the 
bubbling sea. 
“Let’s wade out and pull it into shore,” Skess said, 
setting off down the beach. 
Landra frowned as it was already very late and 
the sun rose earlier and earlier in late spring, but 
then he jumped down from the cliff and followed 
close behind. 



Slowly, they waded out into the sea until, at long 
last, they reached the stricken ship. Together 
they started to haul it towards the distant 
shore, which was now just a strip of silver 
moonlight. For the rest of the night they heaved, 
and they heaved, and they heaved  but the ship 
was hefty and the sea was rough. 

Talk for Writing



Time passed. The two trolls didn’t notice the moon 
slipping slowly away. Finally, they reached the 
blackened beach where the sailors quickly 
clambered to safety. At that moment, the first 
glimmer of sunlight appeared. 
Shocked, Skess and Landra shielded their eyes and 
then stared at each other in horror. 
Their mouths widened. Their legs stiffened. Their 
arms ground to a halt. Their eyes closed. 



To this day, what remains of the stone trolls and 
the ship can still be seen just off the coast of 
Iceland near the small village of Vik.
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Both trolls and the remains of the ship 
instantly turned to stone … forever.



What do the words mean? 

Re-read The Stone Trolls story. 

All of the words on the next slide are  in the story. 

See if you can work out what they mean and jot down your 
ideas.

If you are stuck, you could ask someone else in your home 
or use a dictionary or the internet. 







Let’s investigate some of the words and phrases that help you to 
write interesting stories. 

The Odd-One-Out Game 

Words in sentences do different jobs. 

Read the paragraph below again. On the next slide 
some words have been underlined. 

They all do the same job except for one word that is 
the ‘odd one out’.  



One stormy night, two mischievous trolls called Skess and 
Landra perched together on the craggy cliff, watching. 
Below, the sea bubbled and foamed. Above, the full moon 
glared down, casting a long shadow across the ebony beach. 

Which one word do you think is the odd one out? Why?

What do think is the job of the other underlined words in these 
sentences?



Try using 2 adjectives with a comma to describe the 
nouns – make sure both adjectives work, and they are 
not just saying the same thing! 

The ______________ , ____________ iceberg 
shimmered in the _________________ lake.  

I stared towards the ______________ , 
_________________ crater across rocks 
carpeted in _______________ moss.  



Try writing your own sentences to describe the 
setting using your best adjectives. 

Remember to read your sentence out loud 
first. 

Remember to use a capital letter, a full stop.
If you use 2 adjectives, remember the comma! 



The Preposition Game 
Prepositions are words that tell the reader where things are.  
They are really useful to help you describe a good setting in your 
story. For example, in the story: 

Below, the sea bubbled and foamed. 
Above, the full moon glared down. 
Imagine you are Skess and Landra, sitting, looking and 
listening. 

• What can you see above or below you?   
• What might you hear above or below you?  

Remember you can use the pictures





Now let’s try writing some new sentences using your ideas. 

Start each of your sentences with the preposition Below or Above. 

Writing Tip 
Try and describe the things you see or hear using some adjectives. For 
example:  

Below, the rolling waves crashed over the rocky beach.

Remember to use a comma after you start your sentence with a preposition (or 
a prepositional phrase like, Above the beach,).

Finish your sentence with a full stop. 



Now write some more sentences using some of these prepositions  
or  prepositional phrases at the start of your sentence.  

In the distance,               

In front,            

Behind, 

For example:  
In the distance, they could hear the low rumble of the other 
trolls, feasting on their hoard of freshly caught fish. 



RE



The Christian community has many special places: 

places where people gather for prayer and 

worship; places are holy because of their 

association with Jesus or holy people; places of 

pilgrimage.

Children will know and understand:

•  Everyone has a special place 

•  Special places for Jesus and the Christian 

community 

See Background Notes for Parents and Carers

Special Places
Universal Church



Everyone has a place that is special to them. Talk about the 
children’s special places and what makes them special. 
Perhaps it is somewhere they like to go to think or be alone. 

Make a list of special places and ask why these may be 
special (e.g. because my friends/family are there; because it 
is a safe place; because it reminds me of happy things that 
happened there; because it is beautiful).



Use the following picture and 

discuss why these places are 

special.



The World is a Special Place



But what about this?



Can you name some special 

places?

Think about a special place at 

home, at school, outside and 

in the world.

How does your special place 

make you feel?



SCIENCE



Forces

Use the supporting materials on the website to 

explain friction.

Use the information to plan and carry out a simple 

investigation in to friction.








